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Vehicles in Need for Speed: Porsche Unleashed are made up of Porsche vehicles from 1948 to 2000.n The PC version includes fully 3D modeled cockpit controls. The Porsche 911 Carrera GT was released as part of the Need for Speed â€‹â€‹car series in 2015. The game features control of 5 cars: "911 Turbo S", "956 Cobra", "Porshe
911 Cayman", "979 GTB" and "999 Turbo". To complete tasks, the player needs to buy a motor home, where you can arrange races with friends, divided into teams. Races are divided into paid and free, all on one map. For completing each task, the player receives bonuses that accumulate and make a profit. There is also a multiplier in
the game, which increases in the game if the player scores the most points, The game features the character "Donnie", the owner of a construction company that builds race tracks in the world of Need The action of the game begins with a wholesale warehouse, where a range of cars is presented, ranging from sports to commercial. The

player is invited to "drive" 7 cars (in Need, for each task completed, the player receives a certain number of points). Having chosen the necessary car, the player must save it until the next task. During the game, it is necessary, avoiding an accident, to drive along the path at a speed above 60 km / h. The passage of the race has two stages:
a test drive and an auto-simulator.After passing the test drift, you can again get behind the wheel of the selected car and drive through several short missions in which you need to drive other available vehicles, overcome various obstacles and race. Test drafts are divided into three types: Also in the game there are several paid missions.

Like other Need for Play games, Next Car Game provides some choice for passing: compete in cars of the same brand with the same cost, in more expensive or cheaper cars, or in special vehicles. When buying a car, the player gets the opportunity to use additional accessories, such as window tinting and ventilation. There are also routes
in the game that can be used to pass, for example, to find bonus keys, they are marked in red. There are also multiplayer missions that come as an addition to the main plot of the game. In Need Without P
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